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INTRODUCTION

In December 1999, Chileans cast their votes in a presidential election,
the third time they have done so since the end of the military government of
General Augusto Pinochet (1973-1990). Pinochet himself retired in 1998 and has
been harried hy house arrest in England as a result of judicial proceedings
against him in Spain.' Given such major historical changes, we would expect
that political institutions in Chile are becoming quite effective in channeling and
dealing with military concerns. But how effective are they? This article analyzes
the four main political institutions that mediate civil-military relations in Chile:
the Defense Ministry, the National Security Council, Congress, and the Judiciary.

The construction and/or resuscitation of institutions has been a crucial
part of building democratic political systems. The military regimes that once
ruled Latin America are fading ever more into the past. In some cases, such as
Ecuador, an entire generation has grown up not knowing military rule at all. Yet,
interestingly, even though the military no longer governs Latin American coun-
tries, the scholarly debate over civil-military relations in the region has rarely
been as nonconsensual. In particular, we face the question of whether or not
civilian leaders have been successful in building and reinforcing political insti-
tutions, especially in a postauthoritarian context. Studies of different countries
can examine the same situation and come to very different conclusions.2 Often,
different studies appear simply to speak past one another.

The intent of this article is to speak directly to the central debate,
namely the effectiveness of democratic institutions in the postauthoritarian era.
Political institutions can have an independent impact on political outcomes, and
therefore deserve further attention. Given the importance of institutions in
determining policy, a useful strategy is to examine those formal institutions that
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mediate civil-military relations. By "effective" we mean whether the military
accepts that formal institutions are the only appropriate avenues for expressing
opinions, concerns, and/or suggestions with regard to military policy.

INSTITUTIONS AND POLITICAL ACTORS

In a commonly noted definition, March and Olsen characterize institu-
tions as "collections of interrelated rules and routines that define appropriate
action in terms of relations between roles and situations."^ As such, institutions
mediate between political actors. Rules govern these relationships. The scope of
action of each actor is thus well-defined and fairly predictable in any given situ-
ation. If institutions are effective, then all involved in political decision-making
know the roles of all other political participants and the manner in which those
decisions will be reached and ultimately implemented.

These institutions are not often transitory. Considerable effort must be
expended to construct them, which means they cannot be demolished easily.
Consequently they become part of the political landscape. As they become
entrenched, more and more they structure the ways in which different political
actors behave. Over time, not only do they mediate but they can also help define
political actors' goals."*

The application of the "new" or "historical institutionalism" is novel
for the study of civil-military relations. It represents an interesting avenue of
inquiry, since civilian supremacy over the military depends so much on the abil-
ity of civilians to compel the military to accept decisions and to follow the rules
that each institution carries with it. In the absence of effective rules, the military
(as well as all other political actors) proceeds in an ad hoc manner to pursue its
various interests, leaving civilians off balance and less able to respond effective-

ly-
Pion-Berlin's institutional analysis of Argentina is therefore

interesting.5 His thesis is provocative because it contradicts the many analysts
who argue that continuity characterizes civil-military relations in Latin America
and that the armed forces have retained significant political infiuence even after
leaving power. Instead, he argues, those analyses fail to recognize the impor-
tance of democratic institutions. Those institutions were constructed precisely to
limit the military's political influence to only those areas where such influence
was widely considered legitimate. For example, few would expect U.S. military
to miss the chance to flex its political muscles to lobby congress for weapons
procurement or other issues related to professional development, and so, he
argues, we should not expect differently from any other military establishment.
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In particular, high levels of itistitutional autonomy and concentration of authori-
ty lead to the strengthening of civilian policy makers.^

Therefore, military behavior may be conditioned by institutions. As
long as the armed forces follow institutional rules, then exerting pressure for or
against certain policies will not necessarily be detrimental to civilian gover-
nance. Institutions thus stand between the military and its policy goals.
Although the institutional process will be predictable, the outcome will not.

Political institutions can take on a life of their own, perhaps not even
following the intentions of their creators. In this view, in the postauthoritarian
context the military finds itself constrained by institutional rules even if it held a
position of power at the time of transfer from military to civilian government.'
The transaction costs involved in manipulating them become too high even for
the military, as they do for all other political actors as well. Not only are institu-
tions difficult to destroy, but they also do not change easily. This does not mean
that institutions are static or rigid, but rather that once created they can often
resist major modifications.

According to the historical institutional argument, the military's range
of options diminishes as a result of institutional roadblocks. Even if the military
itself created the institutions, once constructed these same institutions will not
necessarily always conform to military interests.^ The concerns of the military
leadership become channeled through political institutions, which in turn
increases the costs involved in defying institutional rules.

However, any emphasis on the institutional bases of civilian control
over the military must take into account the fact those instances where the mili-
tary itself played an important role in formulating institutional rules. Even when
military governments have given way to civilian rule, some institutions retain
undemocratic features. Most Latin American constitutions, for example, include
a number of military prerogatives. Indeed, some constitutions were written
under the direction of military rulers. In sum, we must remain cognizant not
only of whether civil-military relations take place primarily under the auspices
of fonnal institutions, but also whether or not those same institutions are pri-
marily democratic in nature. To what degree do military-created institutions cor-
respond to the military's interests?

To determine the effectiveness of institutions, we must therefore make
an assessment of how much they effectively limit the military's options. How
much do institutional rules force the armed forces to accept decisions with
which they expressly disagreed? If political institutions do not force the military
to accept decisions with which it disagrees, then institutional strength cannot be
deemed high.

Therefore, one critical issue that must be explored further is precisely
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the cost of circumventing institutions. As North argues, "an essential part of the
functioning of institutions is the costliness of ascertaining violations and the
severity of punishment."^ In Latin America and elsewhere, political actors cir-
cumvent institutions at some point. With regard to the armed forces, in all coun-
tries the military will seek to exert pressure to achieve its goals through a variety
of means that do not necessarily involve institutions. At the extreme, those
efforts involve public defiance of stated civilian policy or even the use of force.

The idea that institutions are often circumvented is neither new nor
controversial. A broad range of activities can take place outside the auspices of
formal rules and procedures. In fact, it has been argued that activities such as
avoidance, discretion, and overlooking can sometimes increase confidence in
institutional structures. 1° This is because they absorb uncertainty, thus con-
tributing to a "general aura of confidence within and outside the organiza-
tion."'• In other words, if small deviations occur from those formal procedures,
particularly in areas where the institution is less equipped to deal with a prob-
lem or issue, then the institution will benefit if the alarm is not sounded as to its
lack of effectiveness.

Yet, with regard to civil-military relations this argument rings rather
hollow, especially given how much is at stake, namely control over the state's
coercive force. For civilian supremacy to hold, the institutional structures that
mediate civil-military relation must be strong. If many deviations from the for-
mal rules occur, then civilian supremacy will be eroded. We must assess empiri-
cally the degree to which the military follows formal institutional rules in addi-
tion to the ability of civilians to impose costs on the military for refusing to
adhere to institutional dictates.

A number of authors assert that informal rules and practices play an
integral role in determining political outcomes.'^ Yet there has been little dis-
cussion about the manner in which less formal political interactions damage the
credibility and effectiveness of formal institutions. This is particularly important
in the context of civil-military relations. If the armed forces avoid formal insti-
tutions, civilian policy makers are left in a position of very high uncertainty.
When the military ignores institutional structures, even the use of military force
becomes a possibility. At the very least, civilians are left guessing.

CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS AND POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS IN CHILE

When President Patricio Aylwin took office in March 1990, Chilean
political institutions in general were weak. Seventeen years of military govern-
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ment had undermined, temporarily erased them, or even created new ones. Soon
after the coup d'4tat in 1973, the military regime made clear its intention to
remake Chile's institutional structures. General Pinochet spoke of creating a
"new institutionality" in Chile.'^ Under his direction, a commission spent years
working on a new constitution. A plebiscite ratified that document in 1980, thus
replacing the 1925 constitution.

The military regime's goal in part involved fashioning a more promi-
nent position for the armed force in the country's political institutions. For
example, as discussed below, Pinochet intended the National Security Council
to be a vehicle for military influence over the political system. Given the mili-
tary regime's emphasis on forging the "new institutionality," the constitution
grants them the role of the protectors of institutional order.'"* In all, the military
wanted to ensure that its voice would always be heard; if and when crises erupt-
ed, the military leadership would thus be an integral part of the process. Indeed,
if a crisis reached the point where the commanders in chief believed that Chile's
institutions were at risk, then the constitution codified the right to armed inter-
vention.

The new administration thus faced the formidable challenge of reform-
ing the more authoritarian institutions and reinforcing the democratic ones in
order to assert civilian influence in the face of any military intransigence. The
conception, creation, and implementation of policy, whether it be defense policy
or not, had been the military's prerogative for nearly seventeen years. After
1990, the new civilian government sought to wrest back the policy process.

THE DEFENSE MINISTRY

The Defense Ministry is a political institution dedicated solely to mili-
tary issues. As such, the ministry represents a critical link between civilian poli-
cy makers and the officer corps, an arena where issues related to the armed
forces can be debated and/or negotiated. Importantly, the Defense Ministry is a
forum for military concerns, but with the proviso that ultimately the President of
the Republic will have the final word on all decisions. Although military opin-
ions and suggestions will be taken into consideration, they need not be fol-
lowed.

The administration of Patricio Aylwin, which took office in March
1990, inherited a largely powerless Defense Ministry. Created by decree in
1932, at the outset the ministry was an important contact point. Defense Minis-
ter Emilio Bello Codecido and army commander in chief General Oscar Novoa
worked together to establish tranquil civil-military relations after the political
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upheavals ofthe 1920-1932 period. By the late 1930s, that goal had largely been
accomplished. Thereafter the ministry's political relevance went on the decline,
particularly since subsequent civilian governments began to show less interest in
military issues.

During the military regime (1973-1990), Defense Ministers were all
officers, and the ministry itself became regarded as a career "graveyard." Gener-
al Pinochet was simultaneously president of the Republic and army commander
in chief. Defense policy was generated in his offices, not in the ministry. Despite
the ministry's general lack of prestige as the new civilian government assumed
power, the Aylwin administration attempted to compel the military leadership to
accept the Defense Minister as a viable go-between.

First, Aylwin appointed a political veteran to the post. Christian Demo-
crat Patricio Rojas had been Minister of the Interior under President Eduardo
Frei Montalva (1964-1970) and more recently had been campaign manager for
the successful senatorial candidacy of Andr6s Zaldfvar. Second, Aylwin refused
to follow the tradition of filling the subsecretary posts with officers.'5 In
exchange, he granted the military veto power over the choices. The position of
Subsecretary of the Army proved the most difficult, since Pinochet vetoed all of
Aylwin's choices who had defense expertise, finally agreeing to Marcos
SSnchez, a lawyer with no previous experience with either the army or defense
issues.

Rojas confronted the extremely difficult task of persuading the military
to utilize a hitherto ineffective political institution. Even before Aylwin took
office, Pinochet declared that the Defense Ministry was a purely administrative
body and that he planned to take all important matters directly to the presi-
dent.'^ Very quickly, enmity developed between Rojas and Pinochet that would
be present during Aylwin's entire four year term.

In December 1990, Pinochet called for a quartering to barracks of
every army soldier in the country, a measure traditionally associated with ensur-
ing readiness for battle, but also often a precursor to military rebellion. Pinochet
and his supporters blamed congress for making false accusations against him.
Pinochet was also furious at Rojas for purportedly having demanded the gener-
al's resignation.'^ The so-called "ejercicio de enlace" revolved around those two
issues, as a congressional commission investigated whether or not Pinochet's
son had been involved in illegal business deals during the military regime.

The crisis lasted several weeks, and Pinochet successfully bypassed the
Defense Ministry as he negotiated a solution. Resolution of the conflict was
reached in an ad hoc manner, outside the auspices of the Defense Ministry,
excluding Defense Minister Rojas altogether. That strategy of going around
Rojas would recur. Since Aylwin refused to bow to army pressure and fire
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Rojas, the Defense Ministry was not an important political player during his
administration.'8

The second major political-military crisis for the new administration
began in May 1993. During the so-called "boinazo," soldiers we reposted out-
side the army's headquarters in downtown Santiago in response to an announce-
ment in the press that the courts were about to reopen the aforementioned case
against Pinochet's son.'^ Yet the incidence was further exacerbated by the fail-
ure of the Defense Ministry to process a number of army documents, including
payments for promoted officers, which the army claimed were languishing in
the office of Subsecretary of War Sdnchez.̂ O

Pinochet believed that many within the government were intent on
forcing him out and that, in particular. Defense Minister Rojas deliberately mis-
treated the army in order to foment discontent within the ranks against the com-
mander in chief 2' In this view, the navy and air force did not receive similarly
poor treatment, thus proving that there was a concerted effort to force Pinochet's
removal. For these reasons, the general refused to allow crisis resolution to be
channeled through the Defense Ministry. Instead, the army leadership dealt only
with selected government officials.^2

When Eduardo Frei became president in March 1994, he used care in
deciding upon a new Defense Minister. He chose Edmundo Perez Yoma, a con-
servative Christian Democrat whose father had been assassinated by leftist ter-
rorists in 1969. Immediately, Perez Yoma announced that he would seek a much
more "professional" as opposed to "political" relationship with the armed
forces.23 Sending his own signals, Frei retained Jorge Burgos as Subsecretary of
War. Burgos had worked well with the army after replacing Marcos Sanchez in
the aftermath of the "boinazo." The government's strategy was to emphasize
technical defense issues within the Defense Ministry, an area in which the mili-
tary had long believed civilians to be deficient. In addition, P6rez Yoma would
not refer to military autonomy, but rather civilians' "relative" leadership.24

Given Perez Yoma's support for the military, relations improved con-
siderably. During 1995, when the Chilean Supreme Court tried and convicted
retired General Manuel Contreras for involvement in the murder of Orlando
Letelier, the Defense Minister played an important role.25 The army negotiated
largely with P^rez Yoma, extracting a variety of concessions before finally
handing Contreras over. One impetus for the army came when Perez Yoma
threatened to resign as a result of his inability to end the crisis.^6 A major draw-
back was that these discussions constituted a direct challenge to the court's
authority. Although the Ministry of Defense's constitutional role is to mediate
military-executive relations, it has no jurisdiction over the judicial system. The
army's interest in the Defense Ministry, therefore, seemed limited to those times
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when a sympathetic minister held the position.
Interestingly, in January 1998, when the Chamber of Deputies began

the process of launching a constitutional accusation against General Pinochet
(see the discussion on congress), Perez Yoma distanced himself and refused to
act as mediator, stating that the accusation was a political, not military, matter
and therefore was out of his sphere of authority. He still smarted from Presiden-
t's decision in late 1997 to veto an army promotion that P6rez Yoma had initially
approved. In fact, the Defense Minister resigned soon after.̂ "? The army thus
looked elsewhere to express it concerns.28

The lack of ministerial leadership between January 1998 and July 1999
reinforces the notion that the military continued to adhere to the Defense Min-
istry only conditionally. During that time, Frei named two different ministers.
The first was Raul Troncoso, an old political ally of Frei's who sought to reinte-
grate the ministry into the debate over the constitutional accusation.29 However,
when the final vote failed to proclaim Pinochet guilty of the charges levied
against him, the ministry had played only a limited role in influencing the out-
come.̂ "^ The second minister was Jos6 Florencio Guzman, a close associate of
Troncoso. The army in particular viewed him as weak and often continued con-
tacting Troncoso even when he had moved from the Defense Ministry to Interi-
or.31

As the Pinochet crisis in England remained unresolved in mid-1999,
Frei finally decided to bring back P6rez Yoma. The military simply refused to
bring its concerns to the ministry unless the leadership trusted the Defense Min-
ister. Under the other Defense Ministers, less formal contact points were the
rule, which undermined the formal institutions. For these reasons, the Defense
Ministry cannot yet be considered an effective political institution for civil-mili-
tary relations. When its institutional rules do not conform to military desires, the
military circumvents the ministry, which becomes largely irrelevant.

If the ministry were an effective institution, we would expect the mili-
tary leadership to contact the Defense Minister in order to express preoccupa-
tion with a given issue. Once that concern had been expressed, moreover, the
military would accept the ultimate decision made by either the minister or the
president, even if the outcome proved inimical to military interests. In Chile,
that situation has yet to hold.

THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

Created by the 1980 constitution, the Consejo de Seguridad Nacional
(CSN) has represented a source of considerable leverage for the armed forces in
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Chile. Although a 1989 plebiscite limited its prerogatives, half of the council's
eight members are commanders in chief, one each from the armed forces and
the national police.32 The military regime intended the CSN to provide the
armed forces with a mechanism for routine influence over the political sys-
tem.33

Many analysts argued that the CSN would have a very detrimental
effect on civilian governments' ability to assert control over the armed forces. In
practice, the CSN has had mixed results. Only sporadically has it been central to
confiict resolution. In fact, neither civilians nor commanders in chief chose to
convoke the CSN during the "ejercicio de enlace" and the "boinazo." The prima-
ry reason was that the 1989 reform erased the military's advantage, thus making
any vote a more risky proposition.

In 1993, the "boinazo" provoked a public discussion about whether a
meeting of the National Security Council should be called. The army did not
wish it to meet, because from the beginning of the"boinazo" army officers gave
assurances that the troop movement was entirely "normal."3^ The army's goal
had been to pressure the government while claiming that nothing was out of the
ordinary. The Aylwin administration did not want the CSN to meet either. Call-
ing its members together would represent an admission that national security
had been at risk as a result of military disobedience, an admission the adminis-
tration refused to make.35

During the Frei administration, the Contreras affair did not lead to a
meeting ofthe CSN and neither did the constitutional accusation levied against
General Pinochet. However, it did meet after General Pinochet was placed under
house arrest in England. Between October 1998 and July 1999, the CSN con-
vened four times to discuss different aspects of the case, with the result of show-
ing support for President Frei's initial attempts to secure Pinochet's release; pro-
claiming that Chile's sovereignty was being compromised; protesting the British
government's decision to keep Pinochet in the country; and ultimately dis-
cussing the possibility of invoking humanitarian reasons to bring Pinochet back
to Chile.36 As Pinochet's case progressed, the CSN had become a positive
forum for civil-military dialogue.

Thus far, the military has not been able to use the CSN to put pressure
on other civilian institutions, such as congress. Nonetheless, the power to con-
voke it grants the armed forces an important influence. The 1980 constitution
allows two members to force a meeting. As a result, two commanders in chief
can force the president to listen to their concerns and to bring issues to the table,
even if the president wishes otherwise.

In addition, at different times both Aylwin and Frei felt obligated to
call a meeting simply because commanders in chief were discussing the possi-
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bility of doing so first. The presidents convoked simply to avoid the appearance
of having been forced to attend the meeting. As a consequence, the CSN's insti-
tutional rules continue to be detrimental to full civilian control over the policy
process.

In terms of being an effective political institution, the CSN has shown
mixed results. Since neither civilians nor officers can guarantee the outcome of
a vote, they tend to seek other contact points when faced with political conflict.
In this sense, the structural features of the CSN have made it a less relevant
institution. Although the CSN has not proved the obstacle to democracy that
many observes predicted, it does give the military the ability to force the presi-
dent to hear the armed forces' opinions.

To be an effective institution, the CSN would represent a forum
through the commanders in chief could express opinions in time of crisis. The
fact that even the armed forces have periodically chosen not convene the council
in the face of serious political conflict demonstrates its weaknesses. Finally, the
military's ability to force a meeting means that the institution continues to be an
obstacle to civilian supremacy over the armed forces because its own charter is
not fully democratic.

CONGRESS

The Chilean Congress has worked to insert itself more forcefully into
national debates on civil-military relations. Congressional investigations have
brought certain controversies more into public view. For example, the "ejercicio
de enlace" was sparked in part by the fact that a special congressional commis-
sion began investigating Pinochet's son. These first steps, however, proved tenta-
tive. Once the crisis erupted, the president of the Chamber of Deputies agreed to
bring the investigation to a hasty close. In addition, the congressional debate
over the "ejercicio de enlace" highlighted the fact that the military had many
supporters in congress.^''

Given the opposition's political power and its structural leverage in
congress, the Aylwin administration faced serious obstacles as it attempted to
pass substantive legislation on issues related to the armed forces. Even the con-
gressional Defense Committees analyzed and debated only a few issues, such as
intelligence reform and obligatory military service.38 Those commissions also
generally lack expertise, and military officers were not commonly called to pro-
vide their opinions on defense matters. Congressional staff was minimal, and
often lacked any background in the area of defense.39

President Aylwin proposed a wide range of initiatives to congress, none
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of which successfully passed. Between 1990 and 1994, congress debated and
rejected reforms related to officer retirement rules, intelligence gathering and
budgets, moving the national police from the Defense Ministry to Interior,
adding a civilian to the National Security Council, limiting the jurisdiction of
military courts, and speeding up investigations of human rights abuses. For a
variety of reasons, particularly the influence of military supporters, none of
these measures passed. In particular, the constitution provides the military with
four senate seats. One retired commander in chief from each branch as well as
the national police becomes a designated senator. In addition, the electoral sys-
tem ensures that the right (as well as any other major party coalition) remains a
significant minority, disproportionate to its vote totals.'**^

The Frei administration met with the same problems when attempting
to enact reforms. With regard to military justice reform, for example. Defense
Minister P6rez Yoma requested that a series of congressional proposals be
shelved.'*' He advocated a slow and incremental approach to military reforms,
especially since Pinochet would soon be retiring. Both Frei and Perez wanted to
ensure that the new commander in chief began his term with a favorable view of
the government. Congressional debate over military policy would be potentially
acrimonious and therefore undesirable. As a consequence, they believed the
reforms were better postponed.

In some policy areas. Congress is legally blocked from becoming too
influential. Since 1958, by law the military has received a share of the national
copper earnings. During the military regime, this share expanded to become a
guaranteed income, whereby the armed forces would share 10 percent of copper
sales.'*^ Article 96 of the constitution also guarantees that the military budget
cannot fall below 1989 spending levels, adjusted for inflation.43 Congress is
thus prevented from making any major cuts to the military budget. Article 62 of
the constitution states that Congress can only accept, reject, or decrease the bud-
get proposal sent by the president, thus leading one defense expert to argue that
its role in the budget process has been "very limited, almost nil."44

The strategy of civilian policy makers has been to make the budget
floor into a ceiling. In other words, they would grant the military only what the
law forced them to provide. Nonetheless, in 1996 the military budget reached
just under $US2 billion, which represented 2.64 percent of GNP.''5 The copper
law itself represented 14 percent of the total, or $US285 million. In 1990, the
percentage of GNP dedicated to the armed forces was 4.2, and that figure had
gradually dropped each subsequent year. So while the share of national
resources granted to the armed forces was indeed on the decline, the budget
floors prevented any serious cuts from being made and since the Chilean econo-
my continued to grow, the military budget did not suffer much as a result.
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Despite congress' inability to pass substantive legislation related to the
military and the constitutional-legal obstacles to cutting the military budget, the
constitutional accusation against Pinochet, initiated by five Christian Democrats
in January 1998, was a major initiative. The constitutional accusation constitut-
ed a way to make judgment on state officials for failing in their constitutional
duties. Given the limitations imposed by the military regime, it was the sole
manner by which Pinochet (or any general or admiral) could be judged. The
constitution had been structured to prevent political judgments of officers, and
offered only a narrow avenue through which politicians could exert authority.
Article 48, part 2(d) grants congress the right to present an accusation against
any general or admiral for "having gravely compromised the honor or security
of the Nation."

The accusation had limits. The most important was that Congress
could not accuse Pinochet of any wrongdoing committed before March 11,
1990. The Constitutional Organic Law of Congress prohibited it. Promulgated
on January 26, 1990, transitory article 3 states that constitutional accusations
can be directed only at actions that took place after the end of the military
regime. The accusation therefore focused only on Pinochet's comments and
actions after he no longer was president.46

Intense congressional debate ensued, and emotions ran very high on all
sides.47 The conflict dragged on for four months, and ultimately was defeated
by a vote of 62-55, with one abstention. Despite its rejection, the process of pre-
senting the constitutional accusation represented a significant step forward.
Congress asserted itself and the country engaged in an extended dialogue about
the military regime and its abuses. The presentation of the constitutional accusa-
tion would have been inconceivable in the initial postauthoritarian period.
Although the Frei administration opposed the measure given how it would rock
the civil-military boat, administration officials did not fear outright military
rebellion to the same extent as the 1990 and 1993 crises.

Congress' institutional effectiveness has thus been uneven. Its members
have become increasingly bold with regard to making political judgments on
General Pinochet. At the same time, over the long-term its ability to affect the
military budget significantly will likely remain limited. Finally, without greater
expertise the congressional committees will continue to have minimal influence
over decisions related to more technical military matters. Moreover, when it
sought to exert its investigative and oversight functions, overt military threats to
civilian control resulted: the "ejercicio de enlace" and the "boinazo."

At the same time, congress has become a much stronger institution
since 1990. Although the constitutional accusation produced political tension,
the situation did not match the high degree of uncertainty characterized by the
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"ejercicio de enlace" and the "boinazo." In consequence, members of congress
may become further emboldened to challenge hitherto untouched areas of the
military's domain. If it were effective, congress would exert more oversight over
technical military issues. Its members would also seek to judge military officers
if they believed those officers had violated the law.

THE JUDICIARY

The Chilean judicial system entered the postauthoritarian period in a
very debilitated position. Before leaving the presidency. General Pinochet
ensured that the courts were full of judges favorable to the military regime.
Even more importantly, the military government had decreed an amnesty in
1978. The amnesty covered the entire period following the coup. For what he
termed humanitarian reasons, Pinochet also included some political prisoners
and exiles.'*^ The effect was to virtually guarantee that the courts could not pun-
ish officers for their actions.

Chilean military courts also have broad jurisdiction, which at times
extends to civilians. Article 276 of the Military Justice Code allows the armed
forces to imprison civilians for saying virtually anything: "Anyone who causes
any disturbance or disorder, through speaking, written word, or any other medi-
um, or causes anything to be known by the troops intended to cause them dis-
gust or indifference to the service, or criticizes that service, will be punished
with...military imprisonment...if cadet, soldier or non-military individual.'"*^ In
addition, if the Supreme Court hears a case that originated in an army court, the
Auditor General of the army is integrated temporarily as a Supreme Court jus-
tice.

Given these constraints, the civilian judiciary was not a prominent
institution in terms of civil-military relations in the first years after the military
left power. Then in 1993 the Supreme Court found retired General Manuel Con-
treras guilty of being the "intellectual author" of the 1976 murder of Orlando
Letelier in Washington, DC. In 1995, after nearly two years of appeals, the court
sentenced Contreras to seven years in prison.50

But for four months, with the support of both the army and the navy
Contreras refused to go to prison. The military did not trust the Minister of Jus-
tice, Soledad Alvear, and therefore entered into negotiations with Defense Min-
ister P6rez Yoma instead. Contreras did not surrender until the government
made a number of concessions. These included an army pay raise, a declared
end to the corruption scandal plaguing Pinochet, an agreement to provide mixed
prison custody that would include the army, and the assurance that the govern-
ment would not actively pursue more cases involving human rights violations.5'
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The fact that Contreras ultimately went to prison, however, demonstrated that
the judicial system could function even in the face of military opposition.

In 1999, the Supreme Court made an even bolder decision. In June, the
court denied application of the 1978 amnesty to five officers involved in the so-
called "caravan of death."52 The decision meant a reinterpretation of the
amnesty, as the court declared that the amnesty would not cover any case where
the victim's body had not been found.53 The armed forces and national police
were unified in opposing this decision. They entered into negotiations with the
government to find a way to overturn or at least alter the judgment.^'*

Changes in the application of the amnesty will have a major impact on
Chilean civil-military relations. The armed forces believe they deserve the
amnesty, especially since, in their view, the country suffered a state of war dur-
ing the 1970s.55 From that perspective, both sides committed lamentable
excesses but that did not justify forcing officers to be judged or to stand as wit-
nesses in civilian courts. Pinochet's replacement as army commander in chief.
General Ricardo Izurieta, stated that any judgment of officers "necessarily
demands judgment of those who provoked the political crisis that caused the
intervention."56 In the eyes of the military, that would include many civilians
still prominent in politics. Given these very strong beliefs, the military will cer-
tainly be active in finding ways to avoid civilian judgment.

Like congress, the Chilean judiciary has come a long way since the end
of the military government. The courts have long been criticized for being soft
on human rights and too quick in its application of the amnesty. The Contreras
case demonstrated that not even one of the most prominent architects of repres-
sion was immune from prosecution. The long-term effects of the reinterpreta-
tion of the amnesty remain to be seen,but at the very least the case revolving
around the "caravan of death" shows that pursuing human rights in Chile is not a
futile exercise. The judiciary, therefore, is stronger than ever although only more
human rights cases will demonstrate whether or not the court's decision will
continue to be applied. To be effective, judges would not feel constrained when
examining cases involving military officers.

CONCLUSION

During the 1990s, the Chilean armed forces, most notably the army,
have often circumvented political institutions in order to achieve their goals.
Even though the military regime under General Pinochet constructed the institu-
tional rules, the army has found that those institutions do not necessarily con-
form to its interests. However, instead of accepting that state of affairs, officers
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have found other channels to exert influence. As Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux
note, a focus on institutions requires that "soldiers not have the capacity or at
least the desire to repeatedly disregard official channels by fulfilling their wants
outside of them."57

Time and again, the military in Chile did precisely that. In addition,
civilians were unable to impose costs as "punishment" for utilizing less formal
points of contact. In many cases, government officials accepted that state of
affairs, if grudgingly, because they believed that some sort of dialogue was
preferable to none.

Of the four institutions under examination, the Defense Ministry has
clearly been the least effective. The military often refused to deal with the
Defense Minister. Only one minister, Edmundo Perez Yoma, ever established a
rapport with the military leadership. But a strong political institution cannot be
based on an individual. As yet, the military has not shown itself willing to
accept the leadership and authority of the Defense Ministry as an institution.

The National Security Council has not consistently been an effective
institution either. For their own reasons, both the military and civilian policy
makers periodically found themselves reluctant to convoke the CSN even in the
face of serious civil-military tension. At the same time, the CSN's very structure
makes it an essentially undemocratic institution. As a result, following its insti-
tutional rules may very well not be beneficial to democracy until those rules are
reformed.

Both the judiciary and congress, meanwhile, have slowly become
stronger institutions. In the Contreras case, the armed forces defied judicial rul-
ing and successfully held out for concessions. But the fact that Contreras was
eventually imprisoned, combined with the more recent move toward reinterpre-
tation of the 1978 amnesty signifies an important assertion of judicial power.
There can be little doubt that the armed forces will seek to avoid sending its
officers to civilian courts, yet time is required to judge how successful they will
be in that endeavor over the long term. Furthermore, only reform of the military
code of justice and the organic laws of the armed forces will alter the structure
of military justice and its relation to the civilian courts.

Congress has increasingly flexed its political muscle. Much more meek
during the Aylwin years, when it jettisoned a controversial investigation into
illicit dealings in which General Pinochet's son was involved, in subsequent
years its members gained the confidence necessary to face Pinochet squarely.
The constitutional accusation against him was ultimately defeated, but the fact
that congress (as well as the entire country) engaged in an open debate about the
legacies of the military regime signified that progress was being made.

Given the very uneven performance of Chilean political institutions
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with regard to the relationship between civilian governments and the military, as
yet the military's interests and goals are defined largely independently those
institutions. Effective institutions not only constrain political actors, but also
begin to become part of the calculation of goals. If institutions can be avoided,
then political actors need not take them into consideration at all times. Regard-
less of institutional rules, the Chilean military has become accustomed to strik-
ing a deal of some sort outside the auspices of formal channels when pursuing
its interests. In such cases, neither an institution's autonomy nor its concentra-
tion of authority is very relevant. On the other hand, the military's threat of
using force has become somewhat less credible; bargaining is an improvement
over bayonets. Perhaps over time the institutional leverage that favors the armed
forces in the bargaining structure may also be reformed. To date, however, there
is at best a stalemate.

Constitutional and institutional changes in postauthoritarian Chile are
not easy, requiring extraordinary majorities and offering certain actors special
veto points, especially the armed forces. If civil-military relations are to be
democratized and if civilian authority is to be enhanced then civilian govern-
ments must find ways to persuade the military leadership to utilize formal insti-
tutions. At the same time, they must also work on reforming undemocratic insti-
tutional legacies left by the military regime.

The fundamental issue at stake is whether the military will increasingly
follow democratic institutional rules or if circumvention becomes the norm.
Effective institutions represent part of the foundation of democracy. Making
those institutions more effective by channeling civil-military relations through
them will further strengthen that foundation. But in Chile this requires signifi-
cant reforms in the basic constitutional and institutional framework. The institu-
tional approach is a useful framework for civil-military relations, especially if
the historical continuity and strength of institutions that frame civil-military
relations are examined empirically.
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